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Abstract. The existence of exact solutions which represent a lattice of black holes
at a scalar-field-dominated cosmological bounce suggests that black holes could persist
through successive eras of a cyclic cosmology. Here we explore some remarkable cos-
mological consequences of this proposal. In different mass ranges pre-big-bang black
holes could explain the dark matter, provide seeds for galaxies, generate entropy and
even drive the bounce itself. The cycles end naturally when the filling factor of the
black holes reaches unity and this could entail a dimensional transition.
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In many cosmological scenarios, the current expansion phase of the universe would
have been preceded by a collapse phase. The bounce which connects these two phases
necessarily violates the null energy condition and could derive from: (i) classical effects
associated with a cosmological constant [1], a scalar field [2], higher-derivative effects
[3] or other modified theories of gravity [4]; (ii) semi-quantum gravitational effects
associated with string theory [5], loop quantum gravity [6] or the pre-big-bang scenario
[7]; (iii) quantum gravitational effects associated with quantum gravity condensates [8]
or minisuperspace [9]. For a topical review of bouncing cosmologies, see Ref. [10]. There
have also been claims that scale-invariant fluctuations generated during a cosmological
collapse phase could turn into scale-invariant curvature fluctuations after a bounce [11].
As stressed in a previous paper [12], henceforth C2, it is interesting to consider
whether black holes can persist through a cosmological bounce and what effect they
would have on the large-scale dynamics and on each other. One can divide such black
holes into two classes: (i) “pre-crunch black holes” (PCBHs) that persist in a universe
that recollapses to a big crunch and then bounces into a new expansion phase; and (ii)
“big-crunch black holes” (BCBHs) that are generated by the high density of matter at
the bounce itself. We use the term “pre-big-bang black hole” (PBBBH) to cover both
these possibilities. Those of class (i) could be very massive, like the ones which form as a
result of stellar collapse or reside in galactic nuclei in the present universe. Those of class
(ii) could be very small and emit quantum radiation. However, they would generally
complete their evaporation after the bounce and so would probably be observationally
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indistinguishable from the “primordial black holes” (PBHs) which formed after the big
bang. Quintin and Brandenberger [13] have recently studied how BCBHs can form from
density fluctuations in a contracting universe.
In a recent paper [14], henceforth C3, we derived some exact solutions which describe
a regular lattice of black holes in a cosmological background dominated by a scalar field
at the bounce. More precisely, we presented an exact solution of the Einstein constraint
equations, which can be used to develop a 4-dimensional dynamical solution in which
multiple distinct black holes propagate through the bounce. Scalar-field-driven bounces
are the simplest ones to consider in a fully relativistic way and our results illustrate that
there exist exact solutions in which multiple black holes persist through a bounce. The
bounce can occur well below Planck density, so a classical approach is still legitimate.
One feature of these solutions is that the number of black holes (N) is finite and relatively
small. In a closed model, N has the possible values 5, 8, 16, 24, 120, 640. The associated
cell size in the current universe is therefore of order N−1/3 times the particle horizon
size, which necessarily exceeds 600 Mpc. This does not resemble the situation in the
real universe, where the number of supermassive black holes (SMBHs) is of order 1010
(one per galaxy) and the number of intermediate mass black holes (IMBHs) could be of
order 1020 (if they provide the dark matter). However, N could be arbitrarily large in
a flat or open universe, so this may be more applicable.
The emphasis of C3 was mathematical, so the purpose of this essay is to examine
some interesting cosmological applications of this result.
• PBBBHs as dark matter. The suggestion that the dark matter could comprise
PBHs has recently become popular. However, PBBBHs would be equally plausi-
ble and would have almost indistinguishable consequences. In this case, the same
black holes would provide the dark matter in successive cosmic cycles, with the
dark matter fraction progressively increasing. As discussed in Ref. [15], there
are a wide variety of lensing, dynamical and astrophysical constraints for non-
evaporating black holes (i.e. those larger than M∗ ∼ 10
15g). There are four mass
windows in which this is possible: around the Planck mass (10−5g) if evaporating
black holes leave stable relics rather than disappearing completely; the atomic-sized
range (1016 − 1017g); the sublunar mass range (1020 − 1024g); and the intermediate
mass range (10 − 103M⊙). In the last case, it has been suggested that the binary
black holes detected by LIGO could be primordial but they could also be PBBBHs.
• PBBBHs as seeds for galaxies. It is known that most galactic nuclei contain su-
permassive black holes (SMBHs), extending from 106M⊙ to 10
10M⊙ and already
in place by a redshift ∼ 10. However, it is hard to understand how such enor-
mous black holes could have formed so early unless there were already large seed
black holes well before galaxy formation [16]. Indeed, pregalactic SMBHs could
act as condensation nuclei for galaxies through their gravitational Coulomb effect
[17]. The suggestion that these seeds might be PBHs forming around 1 s after
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the big bang has therefore become popular. However, the seeds could equally well
be PCBHs, left over from the galaxies formed in the previous cosmic cycle. The
galaxies themseves would not survive the bounce but the central SMBHs could do
so. In this case, the same black holes could provide galactic seeds in successive
cosmic cycles. To be more precise, a PBBBH of mass m provides an initial seed
fluctuation for objects of mass M of amplitude δ ∼ m/M . This fluctuation grows
as z−1 after matter-radiation equality (z ∼ 104), so the mass binding at redshift
zB is M ∼ 10
4mz−1B . To make a galaxy (M ∼ 10
12M⊙, zB ∼ 10), we require
m ∼ 109M⊙ or somewhat less if the black hole can grow through accretion. This
naturally explains why the ratio of bulge mass to SMBH mass is around 103, since
this is the growth factor of fluctuations between matter-radiation equality and the
redshift when SMBHs are in place. In this case, the galaxy mass function in the
present cycle just replicates the one in the previous cycle and naturally has the
Schechter form. In this scenario, the SMBHs serve as a form of “DNA” for the
transmission of cosmic structure in successive cycles. This complements the idea
that scale-invariant fluctuations generated in a cosmological collapse phase could
generate scale-invariant curvature fluctuations in the next expansion phase [11].
• Can the black hole filling factor reach unity? The definition of a black hole in an
expanding cosmological background is problematic. One cannot use the concept of
an event horizon (since there may be no spatial infinity) and the issue is further
complicated in a bouncing model (since there is no cosmological singularity). One
must therefore use the concept of the black hole apparent horizon, defined as the
outermost Marginally Outer Trapped Surface (MOTS) [18]. Given this definition
of the size of a black hole, one can ask what happens as the volume filling factor
of PBBBHs approaches 1. If they are randomly distributed, one would expect a
process of hierarchical merging to occur, in which progressively larger horizons form
around groups of holes, so that the characteristic hole size steadily increases. How-
ever, if they have a precisely uniform lattice distribution, one could envisage the
whole universe suddenly forming a single black hole at some epoch, in the sense that
the individual horizons disappear. The interpretation of this situation is unclear.
C2 addressed this question on the assumption that the volume filling factor f is of
order (RS/L)
3, where RS is the Schwarzschild radius of the black holes and L is
their separation at the bounce. C3 calculated f more precisely in the context of
their exact cosmological models and found that there are indeed solutions in which
the universe bounces before f reaches 1. Note that Penrose [19] would discount
all the black holes in the universe merging into a single black hole of mass MU
during the big crunch on the grounds that the entropy would then be S ∼ M2U
in Planck units, which is larger than the entropy in the radiation by a factor of
10−27MU > 10
33. Indeed, he uses this to argue that there cannot have been a pre-
vious collapse phase. However, there might be ways to avoid this conclusion. One
possibility is that the filling factor never reaches 1 because the size of the black
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hole horizon becomes less than the usual Schwarzschild value RS as f increases.
After all, the horizon size is expected to be modified in a cosmological background.
However, we have no rigorous proof that f must always remain below 1.
• Thermodynamics of cyclic model. Tolman [20] argued from thermodynamic con-
siderations that the amplitude and period of a closed cyclic universe must grow
at each bounce as a result of the steady increase of entropy. On this basis, it has
been argued that if we live in an oscillatory universe we can be at most 100 cycles
away from the first cycle that lasted long enough to produce stars [21]. If we live
in a cyclic universe with more than one bounce, we may ask whether any quantity
changes systematically from one cycle to the next due to the persistence of black
holes. For example, one would expect the number of black holes to increase with
each cycle, corresponding to an increase in the gravitational entropy. In this case,
once the filling factor increases to unity, the cycles may terminate.
• Higher-dimensional models. It is possible that the universe becomes higher-
dimensional as it approaches the big crunch. This is the time-reverse of the
dimensional reduction which may occur in the expansion phase. In particular,
in brane cosmology the universe is regarded as a 4-dimensional brane in a 5-
dimensional bulk [22]. However, at times sufficiently early that the horizon
scale is less than the brane thickness or compactification scale, the universe
becomes effectively 5-dimensional. Indeed, these models can be described by the
5-dimensional Schwarzschild - de Sitter solution, in which the universe effectively
emerges from a 5-dimensional black hole [23]. So maybe the filling factor reaching
unity corresponds to the network of 4-dimensional black holes merging into a single
5-dimensional one. There could even be a hierarchy of compactification scales, so
that the dimensionality of the universe progressively increases as one goes back
to earlier times. The scenario is radically changed in this case and this was the
motivation for considering higher-dimensional models in Ref. [14].
There are several areas in which the current analysis could be extended. This
includes the study of models in which the black holes persist without the bounce being
time-symmetic, as might be more realistic if the entropy increases at a bounce, and
more detailed higher-dimensional models. But it is clear that the persistence of black
holes through a cosmological bounce could be relevant to many cosmological conundra.
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